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Abstract: In this work, we address the paramount question of generalizability and adaptability
of artificial neural networks (NNs) used for impairment mitigation in optical transmission systems.
We demonstrate that by using well-developed techniques based on the concept of transfer learning,
we can efficaciously retrain NN-based equalizers to adapt to changes in the transmission system
using just a fraction of the initial training data and resources. We evaluate the potential of transfer
learning to adapt the NN to changes in the launch powers, modulation formats, symbol rates,
or even fiber plant (different fiber types and lengths). In our numerical examples, we consider
the recently introduced combined NN equalizer consisting of a convolutional layer coupled
with bi-directional long-short term memory (biLSTM) recurrent NN elements. We focus our
analysis on long-haul coherent optical transmission systems employing two types of transmission
fibers: the standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) and the TrueWave Classic (TWC) fiber. We also
underline the specific peculiarities that occur when transferring the learning in coherent optical
communication systems. Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of transfer learning for the
fast adaptation of NN architectures to different transmission regimes and scenarios, paving the
way for engineering flexible universal solutions for nonlinearity mitigation.
© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
The skyrocketing demand for capacity in optical communication systems continuously pushes
forward the search for efficient solutions for mitigating the impact of detrimental factors degrading
the performance of the optical line. Among the plethora of various solutions [1–4], artificial
neural network (NN) based methods are can often solve the issues that so far have not been
efficiently solved (e.g. the nonlinearity compensation, the main subject of our current research),
and, thus, the NNs can help us noticeably improve the transmission performance [5–9]. A
multitude of NN-based approaches has been already proposed and studied. Some of them can
be named as “black box” models, where a large amount of available data is leveraged to train
NN architectures that were already applied in other fields and are now reused to equalize optical
channels [10–12]. Another group can be categorized as “physics-inspired” NN models, where
the NN structure either makes use of the known properties of channel models [13, 14] or mimics
the split-step-based digital back-propagation (DBP) technique [5–7, 15, 16] for the design of
specific NN architectures.
However, some critical limitations preclude the development of the NN-based equalizers into
the practical working DSP solutions. These limitations come from the fact that the “ideal” NN-
based equalizers should meet some “attractive” performance, e.g., no worse than that provided
by more traditional methods, for example, by Volterra or DBP equalizers [1, 2]. Likewise,























alternatives [1]. The computational complexity was recently addressed in Refs. [9, 10, 17] where
architectures with a good performance, explicitly addressing the trade-off between computational
complexity and performance gain, were proposed. Eventually, the NN-based solutions should
demonstrate sufficient flexibility to work satisfactorily in different transmission scenarios with
fast adaptability and reconfigurability.
With regards to the flexibility requirement, we note that, in order for the NNs to maintain good
performance, the training and test datasets must be independent and identically distributed [18].
This requirement may be hard to achieve in a commercial implementation, since realistic optical
network parameters are often dynamic, meaning that we have to refit the equalizer for the
changes in the transmit power, modulation format, symbol rate, transmission reach, and so on.
Hence, the test and training data could be “un-identically” distributed, thereby violating the
desired NN functionality. This limitation can cause a noticeable deterioration in the performance
of an NN-based equalizer, as will be discussed further in this paper. The optimal solution
would be to train a new NN equalizer for each variation in channel and signal properties from
scratch. However, such a solution is rather impractical and computationally inefficient as training
such an equalizer is resource-hungry. For instance, it requires a large number of training data,
epochs, and training time to reach the best performance in the new conditions. Thus, we need
to identify alternative approaches to improve the flexibility and universality of the NN-based
equalizers. In this work, we propose employing a more effective approach that consists of using
the well-developed machine learning technique – transfer learning (TL). Within this concept,
we reuse some parameters from the initial NN model, which provided good performance in the
initial system (the source domain) for building up the new NN variation that fits the modified
system (the target domain), using a smaller amount of training resources.
Fig. 1. Schematics of NN-based equalizer (CNN+biLSTM) used in this paper: the
input consists of 𝑀 real and imaginary parts of the symbols for two polarizations, while
the output is composed of real and imaginary parts of the desired symbol. The input is
sequentially processed by the convolutional layer, biLSTM layer, and then reshaped
but the flatten and output layers. The NN is set to solve the regression task for real
and imaginary parts of the desired symbol. For more particular details and equalizer’s
functionality metrics see [10, Section II, Fig. 3].
In this paper, we present the methodology to transfer the learned features from a nonlinear
optical channel across different launch powers, modulation formats (16-QAM to 32/64/128-
QAM), symbol rate (34.4 GBd to 45/65/85 GBd), and fiber plant (9×50 km TWC fiber to
18×50 km SSMF). To demonstrate the functionality of the new technique, we used the recently
published very efficient equalizer “CNN+biLSTM” [10]: it contains one convolutional layer
coupled with one bidirectional LSTM layer as represented in Fig. 1. However, we argue that
the TL technique can be potentially used with other NN-based equalizers having a different
structure, as this method is quite universal, as it was observed in numerous other machine learning
applications [18,19]. The obtained results show a reduction of the number of epochs by up to
99%, or (and) up to 99% reduction in the size of the training dataset when employing the TL
technique. This reveals the possibility of realizing a fast re-configurable nonlinear equalizer,
thereby reducing the gap with practical NN-based nonlinear equalization for the next generation
of optical networks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The application of TL in optical
communication systems is discussed in Sec. 2. We also discuss the theoretical underpinnings
of how this approach can be used to successfully equalize channels in coherent optical systems.
The simulator configuration, results, and discussions on the implementation of transfer learning
are presented in Sec. 3, which includes a comparison of the cases: i) When the NN is trained
with transfer learning, ii) When the NN is trained from scratch (random initialization of network
parameters), iii) When the source NN is tested with a target dataset without retraining, and iv)
the reference case consisting of employing linear equalization only. The paper concludes with
the final section.
2. Transfer learning in Optical Fiber Communications
2.1. Previous applications of transfer learning in optical fiber communications
We start with an overview of how this machine learning technique has been used so far in the field
of optical communications. The focus in recent publications was to use the TL mainly on optical
network tools [20–25]. A few works also addressed the nonlinearity mitigation issue [26–28].
TL in optical networks has been mainly used for optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR)
monitoring. In [22], this application was introduced using an artificial NN-based TL approach to
accurately predict the quality of the transmission of different optical networks without re-training
NN models from scratch. In that paper, the source domain was a 4×80 km (4 spans) large
effective area fiber (LEAF) link using QPSK modulation, and the target domain was the same
system but with different number of spans (propagation distance) and different modulations
formats (4×80 km LEAF 16-QAM; 2×80 km LEAF 16-QAM; and 3×80 km dispersion-shifted
fiber QPSK). The results showed that, when using TL, just 2% of the original training dataset
size was enough to calibrate the NN for the new target domain. More recently, in [21], the
experimental demonstration of the application of TL for joint OSNR monitoring and modulation
format identification from 64-QAM signals was presented. It was shown that by implementing
the TL from simulation to experiment, the number of training samples and epochs needed for
the same prediction quality was reduced by 24.5% and 44.4%, respectively. Another recent
application of TL was in the spectrum optimization problem for the resource reservation [25]. To
predict a spectrum defragmentation time, the pre-trained NN model for a source domain (having
a 6-node topology) was transferred and trained again using data from the target domain (the
NSFNet with 14 nodes). It was shown that by using the TL technique, the proportion of affected
services was reduced, the overall likelihood of resource reservation failure was diminished, and
the spectrum resource utilization was improved.
Only a few works addressed the topic of TL for the nonlinearity mitigation in coherent optical
communications. For short-reach direct detection systems, two important works applied TL
to nonlinearity mitigation [26,27]. In [27], the successful usage of transferring the knowledge
for the links with different bit-rates and fiber lengths was demonstrated. Both feedforward
and recurrent NNs were tested for the TL application: about 90% (feed-forward) and 87.5%
(recurrent) reduction in epochs were achieved, and 62.5% (feed-forward) and 53.8% (recurrent)
reduction in training symbols were demonstrated. Another work in direct detection [26] applied
TL from 5 dBm launch power to other powers (ranging from -7 dBm to 9 dBm) and from one
transmission distance (640 km) to other ones (from 80 km up to 800 km). The experimental
results showed that the iterations of TL are one-fourth of those attributed to the full NN retraining.
Additionally, TL did not result in a performance penalty in the case of five-channel transmission
when transferring the learning from training just the middle channel to four other channels.
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, TL in coherent optical systems was only investigated
in [28]. In this paper, the authors applied TL for different launch powers but provided a very brief
explanation of the technique only. We would like to stress that compared to the previous works,
in our current paper we explicitly explain how we can successfully transfer the learned features
from nonlinear optical channels using the NN equalizers, addressing the coherent transmission
systems. In our work, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, we show how the TL can be
efficiently used to realize flexible NN equalizers for the case of adaptation to changes in launch
power, modulation format, symbol rate, and fiber setup.
2.2. Application of transfer learning to nonlinearity mitigation
In this section, we will discuss the theory of TL, relating the computer science definitions to
the optical transmission notions. TL is inspired by the fact that we can intelligently apply some
previously acquired knowledge to solve new problems faster and more efficiently than just starting
from scratch. With this in mind, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
developed a new objective of TL in 2005 [29], defined as a system’s ability to identify and adapt
experience and skills acquired in previous tasks to new tasks. According to this definition, TL
seeks to derive the information from one or more source tasks and apply it to a target task. Unlike
multi-task learning that focuses on learning all of the tasks simultaneously, TL prioritizes the
target task [30].
Before explaining the implementation of TL, we first identify the domain and the task notions
for our problem of optical channel equalization. The domain consists of a feature space 𝑋 which
is an array of time-domain vectors (the memory window vectors). Each window vector consists
of the real and imaginary parts of the received symbol (in each polarization) at time-step 𝑘 and
its 2𝑁 neighboring (past and future) symbols; 2𝑁 + 1 is the total memory size. The task consists
of two parts: i) the label space 𝑌 , which is the set of real and imaginary parts for the transmitted
symbols, and ii) the objective predictive function 𝑓 , which is used to predict the correlation
between the domain 𝑋 and its label 𝑌 ; in other words, it defines the conditional probabilistic
distribution 𝑝(𝑌 |𝑋).
Several machine learning models can be used to learn the function 𝑓 . Herein, we use the
recently proposed NN-based equalizer that combines a 1D-convolutional layer and a bidirectional
LSTM layer (CNN+biLSTM); for particular details see [10, Section II, Fig. 3] and Fig. 1. This
very efficient NN architecture is chosen because, first, it was proofed in [10] that it delivers
the best performance for impairments mitigation in long-haul coherent optical systems when
compared to several alternative NN structures, provided that the computational complexity is not
restricted. In fact, the similar CNN+biLSTM NN configuration also proved its superiority for the
nonlinear Fourier transform-based coherent optical communication [31]. We also note that the
combination of convolutional and recurrent layers was found very effective for other areas such
as speech recognition [32], image classification [33], and sentence classification [34] tasks.
Having identified the domain and task in the sense of optical channel equalization, we now
explain “what to transfer”, i.e., which parts of information can be transferred between different
domains and tasks. Given that the pass-averaged Manakov equation [35] describes the averaged
evolution of the slowly varying complex-valued envelopes of the electric field in an optical fiber,
we can state that the conditional probability of the received signal, given the transmitted signal,
𝑝(𝑌 |𝑋) is dependent on the launch power, fiber type (characterized by its attenuation coefficient
𝛼, the dispersion coefficient 𝛽2, the Kerr nonlinear coefficient 𝛾), and the link setup (e.g., the
number of spans (𝑁𝑠), the span length (𝐿), the amplifier noise figures (𝑁𝐹)). The aforementioned
parameters are crucial for characterizing our objective predictive function 𝑓 . In a nutshell, the
NN-model that learns 𝑓 simply tries to understand the inverse correlation between the transmitted
and received symbols.
As far as the propagation within both Task A (the source) and B (the target) is governed by
the Manakov equation, we can apply TL to boost the Task B model performance from the Task
A model. The TL strategy that fits this goal is the inductive TL [36]. In the inductive TL, the
source and target tasks are different but related, and the TL seeks to strengthen the target task
by exploiting the source domain’s inductive biases. The inductive TL aims to generalize that
will aid the NN model in understanding/labeling previously unknown data in the future. The
transductive and unsupervised TLs are the two other TL techniques [37]. The definition of the
unsupervised TL is analogous to that of the inductive TL; however, since no labels are available
in this case, we are unable to solve our purposed regression problem of channel equalization
using this strategy. In the case of transductive TL, the source and target tasks must be identical
but, as mentioned before, in our case, the task will change as the transmission parameters change.
Therefore, those specifications make transductive and unsupervised TLs inapplicable to our
current goal of nonlinearity mitigation and optical channel equalization.
From the model perspective, our TL uses the parameter control strategy [37]. In this case, the
attribute priors, or probabilistic distribution parameters of the signal features, can be learned
from the source domain and then be used to ease the learning of the target equalizer model.
The parameters of a model reflect the knowledge learned by the model. As a consequence, the
knowledge can be passed by sharing the parameters between the tasks, i.e. at the parametric
stage. For our NN-based equalizer (CNN+biLSTM), we know that the convolutional layers are
mainly responsible for extracting the features for nonlinear compensation, while the biLSTM
layers are responsible for unrolling the memory-related effects [10]. Therefore, the parameters of
those layer types can be shared depending on the difference between the source and target tasks
that we will be testing. In the next section, we will analyze how we can efficiently transfer the
learned network parameters from Domain/Task A to Domain/Task B for different modifications
in transmission parameters.
The procedure of TL that we implement in this work is summarized in Fig. 2. First, we train
all the layers in the model using Domain/Task A (the source - top panel); we marked the NN
equalizer layers which were (re)trained with a dark gray color, and the layers with fixed weights
in light gray color. Next, we transfer the learned weights into the model for a new Domain/Task B
(the target): three possible procedures for the transfer can be executed, as seen in the middle panel
of Fig. 2. In the first case (case a) - top inset in the middle panel), all the weights are learned again
for the new Task B. Such an approach is recommended when there are considerable changes in
nonlinearity and dispersion simultaneously (e.g., when we have a change in both the symbol rate
and power); this approach is, of course, universal, and can be used in the case of small or partial
changes as well, but would be inefficient for the latter case due to the high training complexity.
In the second case (b) - middle part of the inset in the middle panel), the convolutional layer was
frozen, and only the weights in the biLSTM and output layers are trainable. We can do this type
of transfer without losing the performance (but obtaining a reduction in training complexity),
when the channel memory changes noticeably, but the nonlinearity is still similar for Tasks A and
B. We have such a scenario when, e.g., we increase or decrease the symbol rate for Task B, but
keep the same optical launch power for both Tasks A and B. Finally, in the third case (c) - the
lower part of the middle inset), the convolutional layer is trainable, but the biLSTM and output
layers are frozen. For this strategy, we also reduce the training complexity. This TL type can be
used when the memory of the system is similar for both Tasks (e.g. the symbol rate is kept the
same), but the nonlinearity for Task B changes, e.g. when we change the launch power. Finally,
when we evaluate the performance of the new model attributed to Task B, we freeze all weights:
this case is indicated in the lower panel of Fig. 2, titled as “Testing Phase”.
Fig. 2. Schematics of transferring the learning for the optical communication system
with the NN-based equalizer (CNN+biLSTM). The leftmost subfigures display the
received constellations, while the equalized constellations are shown in the rightmost
ones. XI, XQ, etc. refer to the I and Q components of X and Y polarizations. The
NN elements that are getting trained/retrained are marked with dark gray, while the
fixed NN elements are highlighted with light gray. The top panel represents the offline
learning to train the NN model to a certain Domain/Task A. Three possible strategies of
TL for the new Domain/Task B are shown in the middle panel: a) the model is retrained
completely to the new Task B with the initial weights coming from the model trained on
Task A; b) only the biLSTM and output layers are retrained to the new Task B and the
convolutional layer is frozen with the weights coming from Task A; c) only the CNN
layer is retrained to the new Task B and the biLSTM and output layers are frozen with
the weights coming from Task A. In the lowest panel, we evaluate the performance of
the NN with a completely new dataset for the Domain/Task B, keeping all layers frozen.
3. Results and discussion
In this section, we explicitly evaluate the efficiency of the TL technique in terms of reducing the
size of the training dataset and the number of epochs needed to reach acceptable accuracy of
signal recovery. For comparison purposes, we use four key reference curves. i) If only the linear
equalization is applied, the respective Q-factor level is independent of the number of epochs as
no training occurs. The respective equalizer Q-factor is labeled as “w/o NN” and plotted with an
orange straight line. The efficiency of the NN equalizer is measured against this curve. ii) The
next reference curve is used to demonstrate the impact of the transmission parameters change
in the performance of the NN-based equalizer. In this case, the purple curve (labeled as the
source NN, S-NN), shows the Q-factor value when the NN equalizer is trained with the source
Domain/Task A data only and tested without retraining for the target Domain/Task B. iii) We
also evaluate the impact of training the NN using the data from the target Domain/Task B only,
i.e., without using TL. This curve is labeled as “T-NN w/o TL”, (T-NN means the target NN). In
this case, the weights are initialized randomly, which corresponds to the traditional training of
the NN equalizers. iv) Finally, we include the case proposed in this paper corresponding to using
the transfer of the learning from the source Domain/Task A, which we denote as “T-NN TL x %”,
where “x” represents the percentage of data used to train when compared to the T-NN w/o TL.
The following subsections will expatiate the specifics of the simulation setup and how the NN
was trained. The results of the transfer learning will also be shown for the changes in launch
power, modulation format, symbol rate, and fiber type.
3.1. Numerical Setup and Neural Network model
To illustrate the effect of the application of the proposed TL to the NN-based optical channel
equalizers, we numerically simulated the dual-polarization (DP) transmission of a single-channel
signal at 34.4 / 45 / 65 / 85 GBd, pre-shaped with a root-raised cosine (RRC) filter with 0.1
roll-off at a sampling rate of 8 samples per symbol. In addition, the signal had four possible
modulation formats: 16 / 32 / 64 / 128-QAM. We considered the following two test cases:
(i) transmission over a system consisting of 9×50 km TWC spans; and (ii) transmission over
18×50 km SSMF spans. The optical signal propagation along optical fiber was simulated by
solving the Manakov equation via split-step Fourier method (SSFM) [38] with the resolution
of 80 steps per span. The considered parameters of the TWC fiber are: 𝛼 = 0.23 dB/km is the
attenuation parameter, 𝐷 = 2.8 ps/(nm·km) is the dispersion coefficient, and 𝛾 = 2.5 (W·km)−1
is the effective nonlinearity coefficient. The SSMF parameters are: 𝛼 = 0.2 dB/km, 𝐷 = 17
ps/(nm·km), and 𝛾 = 1.2 (W·km)−1. Every span was followed by an optical amplifier with noise
figure NF = 4.5 dB, which fully compensated fiber losses and added amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) noise. At the receiver, a standard Rx-DSP was used. It includes the full electronic
chromatic dispersion compensation (CDC) using a frequency-domain equalizer, the application
of a matched filter, and the downsampling to the symbol rate. Finally, the received symbols were
normalized (by phase and amplitude) to the transmitted ones. No other transceiver distortions
were considered.
After the Rx-DSP, we estimate the bit error rate (BER) using the transmitted symbols, received
soft symbols, and hard decisions after equalization, addressing the four cases depicted on the right
side of Fig. 3. The NN input mini-batch shape can be defined by three dimensions: (𝐵, 𝑀, 4),
where 𝐵 is the mini-batch size, 𝑀 is the memory size defined through the number of neighbors
𝑁 as 𝑀 = 2𝑁 + 1, and 4 is the number of features for each symbol, referring to the real and
imaginary parts of the two polarization components. The output target is to recover the real and
imaginary parts of the 𝑘-th symbol in one of the polarization, so the shape of the NN output
batch can be expressed as (𝐵, 2).
In general, for the CNN+biLSTM NN considered in this paper, we incorporate the mean square
error (MSE) loss estimator and the classical Adam algorithm for the stochastic optimization
step with the default learning rate set equal to 0.001 [39]. The training was carried out for
up to 200 epochs with a batch size of 1000 which has proven to be high enough to show the
convergence for our transmission scenarios. Additionally, the total dataset used was composed of
× 𝑁𝑠
↑ ↓
Fig. 3. Scheme of the numerical setup considered in our work, where the red elements
indicate the 3 possible different NN implementations evaluated. The red arrows show
that we use the transmitted symbols for the regression retraining but, since the S-NN is
not retrained, it does not require receiving any transmitted symbols of the target domain.
The explanations for each system’s element are given in the main text, Subsec. 3.1.
218 symbols for the training dataset and of 218 independently generated symbols for the testing
phase. The training dataset was shuffled at the beginning of every epoch to avoid overfitting
caused by learning the connections between the neighboring training pairs [40]. All datasets
were generated using the Mersenne twister generator [41] with different random seeds, which
guarantees a cross-correlation of less than 0.004 between the training and testing datasets.
Finally, since the goal of this paper is to demonstrate the efficiency of the TL technique, we use
the same best-performing CNN+biLSTM architecture with 244 filters, kernel size 10, and 226
hidden units in the LSTM cell, as in Ref. [10]. Also, the number of taps used was 𝑁 = 40. This is
the maximal memory size estimation for all scenario changes that we will address, so taking this
size guarantees that we do not artificially degrade the NN performance for all cases considered.
3.2. Transfer learning to different launch powers scenarios
We begin our analysis by transferring the learning from a system that has been trained with a
specific launch power to a system that operates at different power levels. Both the SSMF and
the TWC fiber types are considered in this study. Fig. 4 presents the results of TL between
different powers for two cases considering separately the SSMF and TWC. The first case (Case
I) compares the system performance in terms of Q-factor when the source dataset consists in a
16-QAM signal with a launch power of 8 dBm to the three target datasets with different optical
power: (a) 7 dBm, (b) 6 dBm, and (c) 5 dBm, keeping the same DP-16-QAM at 34.4 GBd
modulation format and the same transmission parameters (18×50 km SSMF fiber link). Some
important conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. First, as expected, when moving from
the source power (8 dBm) to the target power (5 dBm), the S-NN’s output degraded showing
even worse performance than the reference case (when only linear equalization was applied).
Since the conditional probability defined by the models did not generalize for different powers,
this observation reveals that the NNs, by default, are not flexible enough to be used when the
launch power changes. However, we can see that they quickly reconfigure to provide an efficient
output in a new scenario by using TL. By retraining only the convolutional layers, we required
1 epoch, 4 epochs, and 10 epochs for the 7 dBm, 6 dBm, and 5 dBm scenarios, respectively,
to achieve the best Q-factor. This translates into an approximate reduction of the number of
epochs of 99%, 95%, and 88%, respectively, with respect to achieving the same Q-factor without
employing TL. Another advantage of the TL is that the size of the required training dataset can
be reduced without compromising the equalizer’s efficiency. Case I shows that, depending on the
difference between the launch power considered in the training and target links used to feed the
NN equalizer, we can save up to 99 % of the amount of training data.










































































































Fig. 4. Transfering the learning between the launch powers. Case I: from 8 dBm to
(a) 7 dBm, (b) 6 dBm, (c) 5 dBm, using 18×50 km SSMF fiber link and DP-16-QAM
34.4 GBd. Case II: from 5 dBm to (d) 4 dBm, (e) 3 dBm, (f) 2 dBm, using 9×50 km
TWC fiber link and DP-16-QAM 34.4 GBd.
To evaluate how general our findings are, for a second case (Case II) we checked a source
dataset with DP-16-QAM 34.4 GBd considering a launch power of 5 dBm in a 9×50 km TWC
link and transferred it to the target sets of e) 4 dB, f) 3 dBm, and g) 2 dBm launch powers, with
the same setup. We can see that the use of TL was helpful in this case as well, and the results are
given in Fig 4. When switching to e) 4 dBm, f) 3 dBm, and g) 2 dBm, the number of epochs
necessary to achieve the maximum Q-factor decreased approximately by 99%, 90%, and 80%,
respectively. Also, we can see that the re-training process required less data: 99%, 95%, and
95%, respectively. At this stage, it is pertinent to address three questions: i) what happens if the
launch power is reduced further; ii) can the learning be transferred from lower to higher launch
powers; and iii) would the TL still work in presence of a transceiver noise.
To answer the first question, we tested the TL for a wide range of launch power levels (from 8
to -8 dBm) and found that it performs quite well as long as the NN-based equalizer still works,
i.e., it produces a non-zero improvement in symbol recovery. TL works well in the nonlinear
fiber transmission regime because the NN reverses the Kerr nonlinearity and uncompensated
dispersion-related effects. However, it stops working in the linear regime because the NN
equalizer itself is not supposed to compensate for the linear effects: in this case, ASE noise is
the main responsible for the transmission degradation. Question ii) is relevant since it stresses
the need of comprehending the underlying physical effects. After analyzing the effectiveness of
transferring the learning from smaller to higher launch powers and vice-versa, we found that
the TL is more effective when the training is carried out at higher launch powers and the TL is
performed from the higher to the smaller launch powers. The explanation for this result is that
the NN equalizer reverses the nonlinear effects and the strength of the latter is defined by the
launch power (when the remaining system parameters are kept). So, when the source domain NN
is trained considering a high nonlinearity case, it effectively “comprehends” its action in general,
and remains able to reverse its effect even at smaller launch powers, as the channel law stays the
same. At the same time, the NN cannot efficiently learn the nonlinear channel model at smaller
launch powers. Thus, transferring its knowledge for the region of high nonlinearity becomes
inefficient. Moreover, in this scenario, more epochs are necessary to learn the progressively more
complex cases (with higher nonlinearity).





































Fig. 5. Launch power transfer learning from dataset without transmitter noise to the
dataset with transmitter noise. (a) SSMF (from 8 dBm to 5 dBm); (b) TWC (from
5 dBm to 2 dBm).
Finally, we added Fig. 5 to answer the third question of whether the TL would still work with
additional random noise due to component-induced impairments. To generate the data with noise,
we assumed realistic transceivers affected by electrical noise with back-to-back SNR given by:
SNR[dB] = −0.175𝑅 + 30, (1)
where 𝑅 is the symbol rate. This equation is an approximate fit to the experimentally measured
values described in [42] and the noise, modeled as an additive white Gaussian noise, is contributed
equally by transmitter and receiver. Fig. 5 (a) refers to the case of 18×50 km SSMF transferring
from the source 8 dBm (without transceiver noise) to the target 5 dBm (with transceiver noise);
Fig. 5 (b) refers to the 9×50 km TWC transferring from the source 5 dBm (without transceiver
noise) to the target 2 dBm (with transceiver noise). The analysis of Fig. 5 shows that the system
performance was slightly impacted by the increased noise level, but the TL continued to work
with the same effectiveness. In Fig. 5 (a), the reduction of ≈ 90% in epochs and 99% of the
training dataset was observed. By the same token, Fig. 5 (b) shows the decrease of ≈ 90% in
epochs and 95% of the training dataset.
3.3. Transfer learning to different modulation formats scenarios
In this section, we analyze the impact of changing the modulation format on the NN equalizer’s
performance. The source dataset modulation format is 16-QAM, whereas the target modulation
formats are 32-QAM, 64-QAM, and 128-QAM. First, the same launch power is kept independently
of the selected modulation format. Fig. 6 shows the results for the two cases studied: Case I with
the SSMF setup at a launch power of 4 dBm, and Case II with the TWC setup at a launch power
of 4 dBm.
In this scenario, only the convolutional layers were retrained in the case of T-NN with TL. From
the results obtained, we can infer that both the T-NN with TL and S-NN can be successfully used
with different modulation formats, as can be readily seen from Fig. 6. This means that we do not
have to retrain the model if we change only the constellation size of the modulation format. These
results show also that the nonlinear propagation channel law is almost unaffected by changing the







































































































Fig. 6. Transferring the learning between modulation formats. Case I: from 16-QAM
to (a) 32-QAM, (b) 64-QAM, (c) 128-QAM, using 18×50 km SSMF fiber link and
4 dBm 34.4 GBd signals. Case II: from 16-QAM to (d) 32-QAM, (e) 64-QAM, (f)
128-QAM, using 9×50 km TWC fiber link and 2 dBm at 34.4 GBd signals.
modulation format (from 16-QAM to higher-order). Thus, the NN equalizer, which is basically
reverting the channel nonlinear effects, continues to function as well for other modulation formats.
This is in stark contrast to the case of classification equalizers (classifiers) [43–45] because
classification equalizers incorporate the hard-decision boundaries into the NN structure itself.
For the classifiers, the S-NN will not work with the new target task since its output stage will not
capture the different symbol alphabet. For the NN structure used in this work (the CNN+biLSTM)
reverting the channel itself operates independently of the modulation format. The TL in the
classification case is used for the first layers only, with the output layers being retrained to correctly
identify the new constellation points (the number of neurons in the last layer for the classification
task is defined by the number of constellation points, i.e. by the modulation format, so it changes
when we change the format). We note that the small performance deviation of the T-NN with and
without TL shown in Fig. 6, is a consequence of the particular weight initialization.
The potential of TL when simultaneously changing the modulation format and launch power is
now evaluated. In Fig. 7, the source dataset of Case I was the transmission of 16-QAM signals
with a launch power of 8 dBm along with the SSMF link, and we transfer the learning to the
target having 4 dBm launch power and (a) 32-QAM, (b) 64-QAM, (c) 128-QAM modulation
formats. The source dataset of Case II was the transmission of 16-QAM signals with a launch
power of 5dBm along with the TWC fiber link, and we transfer the learning to the target with
2 dBm launch power and (d) 32-QAM, (e) 64-QAM, (f) 128-QAM modulation formats. From
the analysis of Fig. 7, we can notice the reduction of up to 95% in epochs and 90% of the training
dataset for the SSMF case and the decrease of up to 85% in epochs and 90% of the training
dataset for the TWC case; not surprisingly, these figures are close to the ones obtained when
evaluating the potential of TL between different launch powers, Subsec. 3.2.














































































































Fig. 7. Transfer learning between modulation formats and launch power. Case I: from
8 dBm / 16-QAM to (a) 4 dBm / 32-QAM, (b) 4 dBm / 64-QAM, (c) 4 dBm / 128-QAM,
using 18×50 km SSMF fiber link and 34.4 GBd. Case II: 5 dBm / 16-QAM to (d)
2 dBm / 32-QAM, (e) 2 dBm / 64-QAM, (f) 2 dBm / 128-QAM, using 9×50 km TWC
fiber link and 34.4 GBd.
3.4. Transfer learning to different symbol rate scenarios
In this section, we evaluate the potential of TL when only the symbol rate is changed. By changing
the symbol rate and keeping the remaining system parameters, we effectively change how the
neighbor symbols interact with each other. In other words, this change impacts the channel
memory. As the channel memory is primarily handled by the biLSTM part of our CNN+biLSTM
equalizer, in this section we use the TL defined in Fig. 2, middle panel, inset (b): we retrain the
biLSTM and output weights, but keep the convolutional weights frozen. In this subsection, our
source dataset is the 34.4 GBd signal, and the target symbol rates are 45 GBd, 65 GBd, and
85 GBd. We, again, consider the SSMF and TWC link cases with 16-QAM modulation format
and 8 dBm and 5 dBm launch powers, respectively. Fig. 8 depicts the results for the SSMF and
TWC fiber links, referred to as Case I and Case II, respectively. The analysis of this figure shows
that, by changing significantly the symbol rate with respect to the source, the S-NN performance
can degrade below the reference system (w/o NN).
In Case I, when moving to (a) 45 GBd, (b) 65 GBd, and (c) 85 GBd, the number of necessary
epochs decreased by 99%, 95%, and 81%, respectively, for the SSMF link case. Furthermore,
the re-training process needs much less data, with a reduction of up to 99% of the required
training data for the 3 considered symbol rates. The number of required epochs for the TWC fiber
link(Case II), decreased by 92%, 73%, and 75%, respectively, when switching to (d) 45 GBd,
(e) 65 GBd, and (f) 85 GBd. We can also see that the retraining phase needs less information:
95%, 95%, and 90%, respectively. This demonstrates the potential of TL when adjusting the
NN to different symbol rates, which is a very important feature when considering the current
commercial transponders which can operate in a very wide range of symbol rates.
















































































































Fig. 8. Transfer learning between symbol rates. Case I: from 34.4 GBd to (a) 45 GBd,
(b) 65 GBd, (c) 85 GBd, in a 18×50 km SSMF link using 16-QAM and 8 dBm of
launch power. Case II: from 34.4 GBd, to (d) 45 GBd, (e) 65 GBd, (f) 85 GBd, in a
9×50 km TWC fiber link using 16-QAM and 5 dBm of launch power.
3.5. Transfer learning to different link setups
Finally, we discuss the possibility to transfer the learned features between different link setups.
For this analysis, we transfer the learning from the 18×50 km SSMF link to the 9×50 km TWC
fiber link. In this application, we transfer the learning from the source and re-train all layers of the
NN model, because both the memory size and nonlinearity change. Fig. 9 depicts the results for
such a TL approach. We keep the same launch power of 5 dBm and 16-QAM modulation format
at a 34.4 GBd symbol rate. The analysis of Fig. 9 shows that, even when we change the fiber
plant, the TL can still provide a 50% reduction in the re-training dataset size, thus demonstrating
the potential of the TL approach. However, we were unable to identify a decrease in the number
of necessary epochs in such a case.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the applicability of TL methods for the adaptation of NN-based
equalizers in coherent optical systems. In particular, the potential of TL to reduce the number
of training epochs or/and the training dataset without impacting the equalizer’s performance
was assessed. We demonstrated that transferring the learning is, indeed, an effective solution
for providing flexibility when using NN-based impairment equalization. In particular, we have
studied the peculiarities of transferring the learning between different launch powers, modulation
formats, symbol rates, and link setups. We believe that our findings are rather general, as we
performed our tests for two different types of fiber, SSMF and TWC fiber, and different scenarios:
the similarity of the curves and tendencies in Figs. 4–8 clearly underlines the universality of the
TL method. Of course, the power of this technique needs to be further validated experimentally.
Importantly, we emphasize that the physical insight on the NN equalizer operation can be used for
















Fig. 9. Transfer learning from setup using 18×50 km SSMF fiber link and 5 dBm
DP-16-QAM 34.4 GBd to the setup using 9×50 km TWC fiber link and 5 dBm
DP-16-QAM 34.4 GBd.
the design of efficient TL techniques. Notably, when we transfer the learning between different
launch powers and modulation formats, we can retrain only the convolutional part of our equalizer,
which brings about considerable savings in training complexity. In turn, when we transfer the
learning between different symbol rates, which effectively translates into changing the memory
size between the source and target systems, we can freeze the convolutional part and retrain only
the biLSTM part. The latter, again, allows us to reduce the training complexity. Overall, we
observed that we can reduce up to 99% in terms of training epochs (required to achieve the best
performance in the equalization) and 99% in terms of training dataset size without affecting
the performance quality of the retrained equalizer. We also addressed the most difficult case of
changing the fiber plant, corresponding to the simultaneous change of the memory size and the
strength of nonlinear effects between the source and the target. Even for such a tough scenario, we
have shown that the TL is still efficient, providing a reduction of up to 50% of the training dataset
size required to reach the optimal performance. Our findings demonstrate that TL is a powerful
tool for the implementation of various NN-based equalization techniques in quickly changing
real-world scenarios, providing the required flexibility, generalizability, and adaptability.
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